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Abstract
The Moore’s law stalls and may retire in the next
decade, when the scaling rule approached its limit in
device speed and density. The talk points to a
possible path utilizing the band-gap engineering that
extends the speed of of integrated circuit which
eventually erodes the THz gap (300 GHz to 10 THz),
thereby, opening the gateway of microwave
electronics for integrating THz electronic systems.
The talk will show the effects of microwave fields and
waves on THz electronics, leading to a better and
useful integrated THz electronics system design.
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Abstract
In the advent of the 21st century, we observed the
rapid growth of world economy, and exponential
growth rate of scientific and technical papers from
various regional emerging powers who contributed
little amount of papers in the 20th century. Reading a
paper with true novelty becomes a scarce
experience. The talk explains a typical infrastructure
of a technical society on how a good technical (or
scientific) paper is reviewed and published, then
proceeds to questions on how ethics and discipline
truly help our career path in connection to scientific
and technical writing.
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